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1 INTRODUCTION 

There is an ongoing game application project at South-Eastern Finland University 

of Applied Sciences referred to as Cybergame. In short, the purpose of the game 

is to educate players on cybersecurity through simulated training scenarios. The 

scenarios aim to imitate the realistic behavior of the computers and network de-

vices in the scenario. To achieve this, the game relies on virtualization to create 

exercises which could be useful in real life situations. (Kaakkois-Suomen Ammat-

tikorkeakoulu Oy s.a.; Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö s.a.) 

 

For the Cybergame project to operate as envisioned there was a need for a virtu-

alization platform which would meet the needs of the project. Some groundwork, 

such as design and acquisition of hardware aspects for the platform was done 

previously in a bachelor’s thesis work by Suvi Lumivirta in the spring of 2015 (Lu-

mivirta 2015). However, the previous platform was deemed obsolete and needed 

to be redesigned and reimplemented to match the current needs of the project. 

 

The goal of this bachelor’s thesis was to design and implement a production 

ready virtualization environment with the VMware vSphere products ESXi, 

vCenter and vSAN. The environment had to be very tolerant to faults such as de-

vice- or network failures and have high availability. For added security, there was 

also a need to implement network traffic restrictions for layer 2 connectivity. The 

implemented environment would be used as a part of the infrastructure of the 

Cybergame project. 

 

The implementation of this thesis was carried out by first purging the old environ-

ment and starting anew. Hypervisors, centralized management, virtualized net-

working and virtualized storage pools were implemented to achieve the desired 

goals. After implementation, simulated cases of failures were conducted to test 

the implementation. 
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2 CYBERGAME 

South-Eastern Finland University of Applied Sciences, Lappeenranta University 

of Technology and Cursor Oy have, at the time of writing, an ongoing European 

Union backed project called “Cybersecurity Expertise and Business Develop-

ment”. The goal of the project is to create a platform which would utilize the avail-

able knowledge of data centers, gamification and cybersecurity for research and 

innovation. The platform would create new cybersecurity-related information and 

technologies, such as educational applications. In addition, the platform could po-

tentially create job opportunities. (Kaakkois-Suomen Ammattikorkeakoulu Oy 

s.a.; Työ- ja elinkeinoministeriö s.a.) 

 

The main project has a parallel project called Cybergame, which is the project 

this bachelor’s thesis is associated with. Cybergame is a game application con-

cept, which aims to attain information and develop strategies on gamification and 

cybersecurity-related issues. Other topics like monetization and revenue models 

are also studied. (Kaakkois-Suomen Ammattikorkeakoulu Oy s.a.; Työ- ja elinkei-

noministeriö s.a.) 

 

The game prototype itself aims to educate the players in different areas of cyber-

security through scenarios. The scenarios are cybersecurity oriented exercises, 

which are supposed to imitate real life IT environments. In the scenarios, the 

player’s goal is to complete tasks according to instructions and progress in the 

game by doing as such. The scenarios, their required devices and networks are 

contained in virtualized environments. The scenarios are virtualized in the univer-

sity’s data center using the virtualization environment implemented in this bache-

lor’s thesis. 

 

2.1 Network 

As the Cybergame network is a cybersecurity oriented environment, multiple net-

work aspects need to be taken into consideration to design a network as securely 

as possible. For example, the network needs to have layered protection and be 

properly separated from the IT department’s own network despite running in the 
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same data center. It is likely that the network will be breached by attackers at 

some level in the future, so the design takes that into consideration as well. 

 

2.1.1 Design 

The Cybergame network is designed to implement multiple security zones. Split-

ting parts of the network into zones allows for precise control of traffic and poten-

tial isolation of attackers. The zones are separated by functions and breach se-

verity levels so traffic between zones can be policed as desired. Zone separation 

is done by Cisco ASA -series firewalls in the Cybergame network. The severity 

levels are specified so the least critical zones are closest to the untrusted network 

(the Internet). Refer to figure 1 for a visualization of the security zones. 

 

 

Figure 1. A visualization of the security levels of different security zones 

 

Cybergame network mostly consists of four functional zones: NEST, Frontend, 

Backend and Management. All the zones have their own subnets and VLANs, 

which are listed in chapter 2.1.3. NEST subnet contains the virtualized environ-

ments of the game, i.e. virtual machines with the game scenario and its related 

virtual components. Frontend has the game website information and related func-

tions such as the player’s user interface. Backend stores the game logic and da-

tabases, which contain data such as the player’s progression and scoring. Man-

agement subnet has all the management-related connections, such as monitoring 

functions and virtualization hypervisor management. 

 

The physical network of Cybergame is designed in a way that allows for most to-

pology changes to be configured without making any physical changes. This is 

achieved by utilizing virtualization in networking and software. For example, all 

the uplinks connected to the virtualization hypervisor servers utilize trunking links, 
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which allow all required VLANs to pass through the links to the VMs. The routing 

and traffic policing inside the network is handled by the firewalls. Routing to the 

Internet is handled by the application delivery controllers as required. An un-

trusted and strictly policed connection is also available from the management net-

work to the IT department’s network for management purposes. Refer to figure 2 

for the physical topology. 

 

 

Figure 2. The physical topology 

 

2.1.2 Rules 

There is a plethora of different rules in place in the Cybergame network. The 

rules exist to create a network which is as secure as possible and to keep away 
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unwanted clutter or notable differences in device configurations. The basic traffic 

rule on the network is to restrict all traffic that is not specifically needed. Any 

needed traffic, e.g. for applications, needs to be separately allowed in the fire-

walls’ policy configuration. 

 

Especially any connectivity to the IT department’s network is policed strictly. Us-

ers in the management subnet are authenticated with read-only domain control-

lers residing in the IT department’s DMZ subnet. Using RODCs allow for secure 

authentication from the IT department’s active directory authentication servers 

without allowing other traffic. The RODCs can also be used as nameservers in 

the management network if needed. 

 

All devices in the network use synchronized date and time. The time zone of all 

devices is set to UTC to prevent differentiating logging times and daylight saving 

time -related problems. Synchronization is done using the NTP protocol, using 

Funet’s NTP servers as source. The network also has a syslog logging server for 

monitoring events or alarms from multiple devices. Having the correct time on de-

vices is critical especially because of logging events to syslog in the correct man-

ner. It is important to have no discrepancy of timestamps in the logs to match oc-

curred events to timestamps. Reliable timestamps can help with forensics by con-

firming the trail of events in case of breach or similar incidents. 

 

To avoid unnecessary clutter, the rules contain a clear naming and numbering 

scheme for parts of the network. For naming devices, all devices are to have 

“CG- “-prefix. In addition, the name should not include the manufacturer or model 

of the device. Numbering is related to network addressing and VLANs, listed in 

more detail in chapter 2.1.3. 

 

2.1.3 Addressing & VLANs 

The numbering scheme in the Cybergame network aims to be logically simple to 

avoid clutter. All the subnets in the network utilize the private address spaces of 

172.16.*.* or 172.18.*.*. Each network function is assigned a subnet, a primary 

VLAN entry and an isolated PVLAN entry (if required). All primary VLAN entries 
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are prefixed with “21” and all the isolated PVLAN entries are prefixed with “22”. 

The subnet for vSAN functionality is unroutable and is only used for communica-

tion between the hypervisor hosts for internal traffic. Refer to figure 3 for all rele-

vant functions and their network details. 

 

Function Primary VLAN Isolated PVLAN Subnet 

NEST 2160 2260 172.16.0.0/16 

Frontend 2180 2280 172.18.0.0/24 

Backend 2181 2281 172.18.1.0/24 

Management 2182 2282 172.18.2.0/24 

vSAN 2183 - 172.18.3.0/24 

Figure 3. Details of the network functions VLANs and subnets 

 

Prior to implementation, the components related to virtualization were given IP 

addresses from the management subnet, apart from the update manager and 

vSAN addresses. The update manager resides in the IT department’s DMZ net-

work, so the address given is not from the Cybergame network. The hypervisor 

hosts (CG-ESXn) are managed through the management network addresses, but 

vSAN requires another address for vSAN networking. The additional addresses 

for vSAN are the same apart from the subnet as seen in figure 4. vSAN ad-

dresses reside in the vSAN subnet (see figure 3), i.e. the address scheme is 

172.18.3.1n where n is the host number. Refer to figure 4 for the addressing. 

 

Component IP address 

vCenter 172.18.2.10 

CG-ESX1 172.18.2.11 

CG-ESX2 172.18.2.12 

CG-ESX3 172.18.2.13 

CG-ESX4 172.18.2.14 

Update Manager (Redacted, DMZ subnet) 

Figure 4. IP addressing of the virtualization-related components 
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3 VIRTUALIZATION 

In general, virtualization in IT refers to the conversion of a physical component to 

its logical equivalent. Virtual components offer a plethora of benefits over physical 

objects, such as performance and availability increases, reduced operation costs 

or simpler management of components. Virtualization is available as an option for 

many components like whole computers or core networking. (Portnoy 2012, 2, 

10.)  

 

3.1 Virtual machines 

Virtualized computer hardware is called, for short, a virtual machine (VM). VMs 

are virtual computers, which use a physical host computer’s, e.g. a server’s re-

sources for computing. A VM utilizes the physical resources via a hypervisor (see 

chapter 3.2). VMs, like real computers, have a processor, memory, networking 

and other core components required for operation. Hypervisor oversees sharing 

the resources if there are multiple VMs under a certain hypervisor. Virtual ma-

chines can be utilized, for example, in virtualizing many different servers on a sin-

gle host. (Portnoy 2012, 9, 15-16, 19, 35-36.) 

 

3.2 Hypervisors 

A hypervisor is a software layer which allows for some physical hardware to act 

as a host for virtual components. A hypervisor oversees sharing the physical re-

sources available and acts as a management interface for the virtual components 

associated to it. Hypervisors are generally split into two groups: types 1 and 2. 

Type 1 hypervisors, or “bare-metal” hypervisors operate directly on a server hard-

ware on operating system level. Type 2 hypervisors require an operating system 

to run atop on. (Portnoy 2012, 19, 21-23.) Refer to figure 5 for a simplified com-

parison of the hypervisor types. 
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Figure 5. A simplified comparison between the two hypervisor types (Portnoy 2012, 22-23). 

 

As type 1 hypervisors operate on operating system level, no other operating sys-

tems are present on the server. This allows the hypervisor to efficiently utilize the 

hardware of the host as there are no interruptions between the hardware and the 

hypervisor. Type 1 hypervisors are generally more efficient than type 2 hypervi-

sors because there are no additional software components in type 1. (Portnoy 

2012, 21-24.) This bachelor’s thesis focuses on an environment with only type 1 

hypervisors. 

 

4 VMWARE 

VMware, Inc. is a US-based company that focuses on virtualization and software-

defined infrastructure products (VMware 2017a; VMware 2017b). The company’s 

first product, a type 2 hypervisor was released in 1999. Being the first commer-

cially available product of its kind, the company got an advantage on the market. 

(Portnoy 2012, 27-28.) According to Gartner analysts Bittman et al. (2016) 

VMware has maintained its position as the market share leader of x86 server vir-

tualization infrastructure. 

 

4.1 vSphere 

VMware vSphere is a suite of software used for data center virtualization infra-

structure. It consists of a plethora of different components and features, such as 
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a hypervisor, management software and storage solutions. vSphere aims to im-

plement a complete platform for virtualizing most core components of a data cen-

ter to streamline running the infrastructure and keeping the costs by doing so. 

(VMware 2015a.) 

 

4.1.1 ESXi 

ESXi is the hypervisor software of the vSphere platform. It is a type 1 hypervisor 

(see chapter 3.2) so it does not need an operating system to run. It is the current 

market share leader utilized for virtualizing x86 server computers and their hard-

ware (Bittman et al. 2016). ESXi can support powerful VMs with such capabilities 

as 128 virtual processors and 4 TB of memory. The hypervisor is available as a 

free and limited version or as a part of the commercial vSphere suite. (VMware 

2017c.) 

 

VMkernel is the core of ESXi. It handles all the core functions of the hypervisor, 

such as sharing the resources for the VMs and management connections for host 

administration. In addition, it runs all the software components of ESXi, like a 

NTP client or a syslog client. VMkernel also supports more advanced functions 

like migrating VMs from one host to another live without interruptions to availabil-

ity (see chapter 4.1.4). Some of the features require purchasing a license to oper-

ate. (Portnoy 2012, 29; VMware 2015a; VMware 2017c.) 

 

ESXi can be configured in multiple ways. There is an application programming in-

terface available for scripting support for languages like PowerShell. VMware 

also provides a PowerShell-based client called vSphere PowerCLI for configura-

tion scripting. Some configuration can be done locally on the host utilizing the lo-

cal interface referred to as direct console user interface (DCUI). If available, most 

day-to-day configuration operations are done with vCenter Server via the 

vSphere Client. (VMware 2017c.) 
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4.1.2 vCenter 

vCenter Server is a centralized management system for the vSphere environ-

ment. Most aspects, like the hypervisors hosts or the VMs of the environment can 

be configured using vCenter. It aims to streamline and simplify the process of ad-

ministering the platform. vCenter also assists in some functions of the environ-

ment like high availability failovers. (VMware 2015b.) 

 

The environment can be configured using a vSphere Client, available with the 

vCenter server installation. VMware offers multiple clients, of which the HTML5-

based web client referred to as vSphere Client is the preferred one. There is also 

a flash-based client available, called vSphere Web Client, which was the pre-

ferred client before vSphere 6.5 release. A C#-based legacy client also exists, but 

is no longer available as of release 6.5. (Prabhudev 2016; VMware 2015b.) As 

the implementation of this bachelor’s thesis was based on vSphere 6.0, the flash 

client was used.  

 

vCenter Server can be installed as a software installation on a server or as an ap-

pliance. The vCenter Server Appliance is a virtual machine, which runs SUSE 

Enterprise Linux as a server. The VM is preinstalled with vCenter Server and its 

required components. In addition, the VM comes preconfigured with an installa-

tion wizard utility, which can be utilized for a straightforward initial configuration 

and installation of vCenter Server. (VMware 2017d.) Deploying vCenter as an ap-

pliance over a software installation is ideal in some situations, such as when sim-

plicity is desired or the environment is of small to medium size (Fenech 2016). 

 

4.1.3 Distributed Switch 

VMware vSphere Distributed Switch (vDS) is a component of the vSphere suite 

available with the Enterprise Plus -license. vDS is a virtual network switch capa-

ble of functionality such as layer 2 switching, VLANs, private VLANs, teaming of 

NICs and failover policing. In addition, the VDS acts as a centralized network 
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management interface accessible on vCenter Server via vSphere Client. Config-

uring the virtual network through vDS unifies the configuration for all ESXi hosts 

associated with the vDS. (VMware 2017e; VMware 2017f.) 

 

Teaming physical NICs in vDS allows for redundant failover setups. The NICs 

can be grouped into uplink groups to team together multiple physical links from 

multiple ESXi hosts. The uplink groups can then be associated with vDS port 

groups which manage the network policies as desired. (VMware 2017e.) 

 

A distributed port group acts as a network intermediary between the VMs and the 

uplinks in the environment. The port groups can direct the traffic to correct uplink 

groups and VLANs (if applicable). In addition, network policies such as failover 

behavior, load balancing and traffic shaping methods can be implemented spe-

cific to port groups. For example, a port group with failover policy enabled could 

be associated to an uplink group with teamed NICs to provide redundant network 

connectivity to VMs of the port group. An example of a vDS setup like this can be 

seen in figure 6. (VMware 2017e.)  

 

 

Figure 6. An example vDS setup with teamed NICs (VMware 2017e). 
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4.1.4 Cluster features 

This chapter describes some of the features of the virtualization clusters available 

in the vSphere environment. The described features are relevant to the imple-

mentation phase of this bachelor’s thesis. 

 

vSphere vMotion is a technology that provides functionality for migrating VMs 

across ESXi hosts, storage nodes and vCenter Servers. Migration of VMs can be 

done live with the VMs powered on without causing interruptions to service. The 

migration is done by capturing the full state of a running VM and transferring the 

data to another host utilizing a fast network connection. If the VM is stored in a 

storage shared between the hosts, no storage data needs to be moved and the 

migration process will take minimal time to complete. (VMware 2007; VMware 

2015a.) 

 

vSphere High Availability (HA) is a feature which implements some automation 

for cases of failure in the vSphere environment. HA is orchestrated and config-

ured by a vCenter Server installation. In a HA enabled cluster, an ESXi host is 

elected as a master, which then exchanges information about possible failures 

with the vCenter. HA can monitor failure conditions like host-, VM- or network 

partition failures and act accordingly. In cases of failure, HA can automatically 

handle restoration of failed services like VMs. (VMware 2015a; VMware 2017g.) 

 

vSphere Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS) is a feature available for clusters 

in the vSphere environment which allows for monitoring and automation of load 

balancing. When the feature is enabled in a cluster, DRS monitors the associated 

ESXi hosts for the status of available resources such as CPU utilization and ac-

tive memory. Configurable by policies, DRS can automatically apply recommen-

dations of migrating VMs from one host to another to achieve optimal workload 

balance. (VMware 2015a; VMware 2017h.)  
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Enhanced vMotion Capability (EVC) is a configuration option for clusters in the 

vSphere environment which, when enabled, prevents ESXi hosts with incompati-

ble CPUs from entering a cluster. EVC is configured a predefined baseline set of 

features which a CPU needs to support, or it will be denied entry to the cluster. 

The purpose of enabling EVC is to prevent vMotion migrations from failures 

caused by CPU incompatibility in the cluster. (VMware 2017i.) 

 

4.2 vSAN 

VMware Virtual SAN (vSAN) is a storage technology for ESXi hosts which utilizes 

the locally connected storage devices of the hosts to create a virtualized storage 

area. vSAN is enabled per cluster, so all the hosts associated to a cluster contrib-

ute to the combined vSAN datastore. The datastore also acts as shared storage 

for all the hosts in the cluster, enabling the use of vSphere features such as vMo-

tion, HA and DRS (see chapter 4.1.4) without the need for external storage. 

vSAN also implements fault tolerance by distributing the data across the storage 

pool. Refer to figure 7 for a visualization of vSAN operation. (VMware 2017j; 

VMware 2017l.) 

 

 

Figure 7. A visualization of vSAN operation (VMware 2017l). 
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One of the key features of vSAN is the capability to add read & write buffers 

which utilize flash disk drives. The clusters can be built in a way that uses tradi-

tional hard disk drives for capacity storage and flash disks on top of them for 

caching I/O requests. The cache layer can speed up disk operation dramatically 

in such disk setups. Disk setups can also be flash only, if high operation speeds 

are desired. (VMware 2017k; VMware 2017l.) 

 

vSAN integrates itself into vSphere environments well, as the software is a part of 

the ESXi VMkernel. All management and monitoring operations can be done cen-

tralized through a vCenter Server installation. vSAN aims to drive down costs by 

removing the need for external storage units and integrating the management 

into vCenter. In addition, vSAN can scale automatically by adding more storage 

devices to hosts or adding hosts to the cluster. (VMware 2017l.) 

 

5 PRIVATE VLANS 

Sharing a regular VLAN subdomain can raise concerns on security. For example, 

an unauthorized user could listen to all layer 2 broadcasts if the user resides in 

the same VLAN. Private VLANs aim to mitigate these kinds of issues by imple-

menting traffic controls inside the VLAN. (RFC 5517: 2010, 3.) 

 

Private VLANs (PVLAN) partially function in a comparable manner to regular 

layer 2 VLANs, but PVLANs have some additional security measures imple-

mented. The purpose of PVLANs is to add traffic restrictions to a VLAN broadcast 

domain. PVLAN separates regular VLANs into multiple “port” types, which indi-

cate the type of traffic restrictions enforced on the ports. (RFC 5517: 2010, 4.) 

 

There are three distinct types of PVLAN ports: promiscuous, isolated and com-

munity. Promiscuous ports can send and receive traffic to all other port types. 

Community ports can, in addition to promiscuous ports, communicate with other 

community type ports within the same PVLAN domain. Isolated ports are not able 

to communicate with any other port regardless of type apart from promiscuous 

ports. Refer to figure 8 for a summary of possible communication types. (RFC 

5517: 2010, 4-6.) 
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Figure 8. A summary of possible communication privileges between port types (RFC 5517: 2010, 
6). 

 

When implementing PVLANs, a unique VLAN identifier needs to be paired with 

PVLAN ports for the implementation to function correctly. The unique VLAN ID is 

referred to as a primary VLAN and it functions as a promiscuous PVLAN port. 

PVLAN ports paired with the primary VLAN are referred to as secondary VLANs. 

Secondary VLANs can be either isolated or community type PVLAN ports. One or 

more secondary VLANs can be paired to the primary VLAN. (RFC 5517: 2010, 

7.) 

 

6 IMPLEMENTATION 

This part of the bachelor’s thesis covers the implementation of the virtualization 

environment used in the Cybergame project, focusing on software. All implemen-

tation phases are described, starting from clearing the previous installation lead-

ing up to the fully implemented system. In the end, multiple failure tests were con-

ducted and documented. 

 

6.1 Hardware 

At the start of the implementation phase, all the hardware was already physically 

in place. The server hardware consisted of four Dell PowerEdge R720xd servers 

with 2x10 gigabit ports and 2x1 gigabit ports. For storage, the servers had 

2x200GB SSD flash disks and 8x1TB hard disks combined to 2x4TB with RAID0.  

 

In addition, there already was an obsolete implementation of the virtualization en-

vironment installed on the server hardware. After examining the implementation, 

it was deemed unusable to build upon in its current state. Because of this, all the 

server hardware was purged completely and the installation was started anew 
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from scratch. Purging the old environment was done by manually wiping all stor-

age partitions to ensure there would not be any obsolete data left over from the 

old implementation. 

 

As the hardware had already been installed beforehand, the servers were already 

connected to the Dell N4032F-series data center switches. The 10Gb uplinks 

were connected to different switches physically for redundancy. There was no 

dedicated management uplink available, so one was decided to be installed. A 1 

Gb network link was connected from the Cybergame management switch to all 

the ESXi hosts’ port 3 (identified by nic2 in vCenter). The 10 Gb uplinks were 

configured as trunk interfaces while the management ports were restricted to the 

management VLAN only. The physical topology of the environment can be seen 

in chapter 2.1.1. 

 

6.2 Hypervisor 

After fully purging the old environment and confirming the physical connectivity 

was in order, ESXi hypervisor software was to be installed on the server hard-

ware. As there was no remote access to the servers available at this point, ESXi 

was installed locally. The installation media was acquired on a DVD disc. 

 

6.2.1 Installation 

The DVD media contained a bootable installation wizard utility. After starting the 

installation process, the installer asked for all required variables, such as root 

user login information and the storage where the software was to be installed. 

ESXi was specified to be installed on the first flash disk of each host. The first 

disk was selected to allow as much as possible storage space to be assigned for 

vSAN storage later. After the installation wizard was complete, the servers were 

rebooted to confirm successful installation and to configure the initial network set-

tings for remote administration. 
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6.2.2 Post-installation tasks 

The initial configuration was done in the ESXi direct console, i.e. locally on the 

server hardware using the root user configured in chapter 6.2.1. For remote ad-

ministration, a working network connection was needed. To achieve this, static 

IP- and gateway addresses were configured for the hosts according to the Cyber-

game network design as seen in chapter 2.1.3. In addition, to ensure that man-

agement traffic would go through the correct interface, nic2 (port 3) was selected 

as the default management interface. Other adapters were left deselected. To 

check if the settings were configured correctly and there indeed was network con-

nectivity, a ping request (ICMP) was sent to the gateway address. 

 

As the connection succeeded, the hosts could now be remotely configured. Most 

of the configuration in the environment is done in vCenter, which was not yet de-

ployed at this point. Before deploying a vCenter installation, a local datastore 

needed to be added on at least one of the hosts to allow vCenter deployment. 

The datastore was necessary to temporarily store the vCenter appliance before 

vSAN was deployed later. 

 

As all the server hardware had the same disk configuration, the datastores were 

configured on all of them in the same manner. The datastores were assigned to 

use all available space left after the ESXi installation on the first flash disk. The 

first flash disk was chosen since the second flash disk was to be completely 

claimed by vSAN later. This also allowed making use of all the leftover disk space 

on the first flash disk and have a host specific local datastore as a backup in case 

one is ever needed. For identification, all the datastores were named CG-ESXn-

SSD where n indicates the number of the specific host (1-4). 

 

The hosts were configured using vSphere Client, as vCenter was not yet imple-

mented. First, a configuration connection was made using each hosts’ IP address 

and the root user account configured in chapter 6.2.1. An automatically parti-

tioned datastore was then created using a wizard function found in Inventory > 

Datastores > Add datastore. Refer to figure 9 for a summary of the new datas-

tore. 
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Figure 9. A summary of the new datastore 

 

After creating the datastores, NTP service was enabled on all the hosts to ensure 

the times and dates are consistent on the environment. This was done early on to 

prevent potential problems, like authentication failures, during the implementa-

tion. NTP was enabled by navigating to Host configuration > Time configuration > 

Properties > Options > NTP settings. As per Cybergame network rules the hosts 

were configured to use all available Funet NTP servers. When the changes were 

saved, the NTP service was automatically started. 

 

6.3 vCenter 

As the ESXi hosts were running correctly, vCenter Server Appliance was to be 

deployed next. The vCenter was chosen to be deployed as an appliance instead 
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of a server software installation. At this point, the environment had no server in-

stallations available, nor was it too big sized for an appliance deployment. In ad-

dition, deploying vCenter as an appliance is a streamlined and uncomplicated 

way of deploying a vCenter installation. 

 

6.3.1 Deployment 

The deployment media was in a disk image file, which was mounted on a com-

puter. The media contained a setup wizard, which allowed for simplified initial 

configuration with a web browser. For the wizard to function, a client integration 

browser plugin included with the installation image was installed to the local com-

puter. 

 

The wizard first asked for an ESXi host to which it would deploy the VM. As the 

VM could later be moved anywhere within the cluster, it would not matter on 

which host the VM would be deployed at first. The first host was selected as a 

target. Additional details, such as the name of the VM and credentials for vCenter 

specific root user were asked. The Embedded Platform Services Controller -op-

tion was selected to ensure that vCenter would use its own database implemen-

tation. The installer then asked to create a new single sign-on domain for the em-

bedded controller. The domain would be used as a secondary authentication 

method in vCenter in case the IT department’s active directory server cannot be 

reached. The domain was also used for authentication before implementing au-

thentication from the AD server. For creating the domain, administrator creden-

tials, domain- and site name were specified. 

 

Next, the installer asked for the size and destination datastore for the deploy-

ment. Deployment size was set to small, as it was the most ideal option for this 

environment (up to 100 hosts & 1000 VMs). The host’s local SSD datastore (see 

chapter 6.2.2) was selected, as there were no alternative datastores available at 

this point. Finally, network details such as virtual network adapter, IP address, 

NTP server addresses were specified. The addressing for vCenter was set ac-

cording to Cybergame’s design as seen in chapter 2.1.3. The virtual network 

adapter automatically assigned itself with the only available default network. 
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Funet NTP servers. Summary and details of the deployment can be seen in fig-

ure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. A summary of the vCenter deployment 

 

After clicking finish, the deployment wizard started the deployment process with-

out problems. When the process was finished, the freshly deployed appliance VM 

was started and verified working by logging in to vSphere Web Client with the 

root account. The web client was accessible with a web browser by navigating to 

the vCenter’s IP address using HTTPS. 

 

6.3.2 Updating the vCenter appliance 

To ensure stability, the availability of the latest features and to prevent possible 

software bugs, the vCenter server was to be patched with the latest updates be-

fore proceeding further. The update process could be initiated through the appli-

ance management interface, which could be accessed by browsing to the 

vCenter’s IP address through port 5480 using the root account. 
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In this environment, per Cybergame network rules, the vCenter Appliance VM did 

not have access to the Internet. Because of this, the newest available update was 

acquired as a disk image file. The image file was copied to the local SSD datas-

tore of the first host with vSphere Client. After the file was copied to the datastore 

successfully, the disk image was mounted to the vCenter Appliance VM through 

VM specific settings. 

 

When the disk image was mounted to the VM and Check CDROM -button was 

clicked in the management interface, the update was detected from the disk im-

age. Install all updates -button was clicked and the automated update process 

was started. Finally, after the updates were successfully installed, the appliance 

VM was restarted. Refer to figure 11 for an example update scenario. 

 

 

Figure 11. Management interface detected the available update from the disk image 
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6.3.3 Authentication from AD 

As all users of this environment already have an account and possible user 

groups specified in the IT department’s AD, it was decided that authentication for 

vCenter administration was to utilize the IT department’s AD servers. In addition 

to vCenter authentication, the AD also provides centralized user management for 

other services as well. The implementation eliminated the need for multiple user 

management systems. 

 

To enable authentication via AD in vCenter, a new single sign-on identity source 

needed to be added to vCenter. Related settings were configured with vSphere 

Web Client by navigating to Administration > Single Sign-On > Configuration > 

Identity sources > Add. As explained in chapter 2.1.2, the AD servers could only 

be accessed via the read-only domain controllers from inside the Cybergame net-

work. As the RODCs act like LDAP-type servers, AD as an LDAP server -option 

was selected for the new identity source type. Other required information speci-

fied included base domain name for users and groups, domain name, primary 

and secondary LDAP URL and privileged AD credentials. Refer to figure 12 for 

detailed identity source configuration. 
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Figure 12. Summary of the new identity source configuration 

 

After creating the identity source, the necessary administration rights were linked 

with correct user groups retrieved from the IT department’s AD servers. This was 

done by assigning the “SysOps” and “Staff” -user groups from AD to all vCenter’s 

administration-related user groups. The group settings were accessed by navi-

gating to Administration > Single Sign-On > Users and Groups. The groups were 

added by selecting Add member and then specifying the correct groups from the 

list. Finally, the default single sign-on domain option was changed to the newly 

created identity source by clicking Set as Default Domain in the Identity Sources 

menu. The implementation was tested by logging in with multiple accounts and 

was confirmed working. 

 

6.3.4 Cluster configuration 

At this point, the ESXi hosts were to be added to vCenter’s inventory. After add-

ing the hosts, most of the configuration could be done using vSphere Web Client 

instead of using the command line or the vSphere client. Before adding the hosts, 
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it was necessary to add a datacenter object. The object was created by navi-

gating to Hosts & inventory and selecting Create datacenter. The hosts were then 

added in the same view, choosing Add host instead. Adding the hosts required 

using the root credentials created in chapter 6.2.1 in addition to specifying the 

hosts’ IP addresses. 

 

After the hosts were successfully added, a cluster object was created for them by 

right-clicking the datacenter object created earlier and selecting New cluster. At 

this point, none of the additional cluster features, such as high availability, was 

enabled to mitigate potential problems during the implementation. The hosts were 

then added to the new cluster by dragging and dropping them inside the cluster 

using the inventory view. 

 

6.3.5 Licensing 

Before moving forward, all the ESXi hosts and the vCenter server were to be li-

censed. License management could be accessed by navigating to Administration 

> Licensing. Before assigning licenses to hosts and the vCenter, the necessary 

licenses were created under Licenses-tab. The license keys were entered and 

assigned identifying names. After the licenses were added, they were assigned to 

the vCenter server and the four hosts via the Assets-tab by clicking Assign li-

cense. Refer to figure 13 for example on adding license keys and figure 14 for a 

view of licensed assets. 

 

 

Figure 13. Adding new licenses 
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Figure 14. Licensed assets 

 

6.3.6 Updating the hosts 

To keep the hosts up to date, it was decided to implement vSphere Update Man-

ager in the environment. VUM needed to be installed on a Windows-based 

server, so a VM with Windows Server 2012 was created. The VM was configured 

with 2 virtual hard disks with 40 GB of disk space for both disks. First disk would 

contain the Windows Server installation and related files, while the second disk 

would have all data related to VUM and Microsoft SQL Server required by VUM. 

The second disk was thin provisioned, so actual storage would not be allocated 

before it would really be used. The second disk could also be resized later if ever 

needed. 

 

Windows Server 2012 was first installed and configured with remote administra-

tion access. VUM installation disk image file was mounted to the VM’s optical 

drive. The media contained an installation wizard utility, which made the installa-

tion and initial configuration straightforward. At the beginning of running the utility, 

Microsoft SQL Server 2012 was selected to be installed for simple database com-

patibility, requiring no additional configuration. The second virtual hard disk was 

selected as the target for all VUM-related data. The wizard also asked to specify 

information such as the VUM VM’s IP address and the ports used for VUM func-

tionality, vCenter’s IP address and the vCenter’s administrative account. 

 

At first, the installer could not properly connect to the vCenter server because of 

network traffic restrictions in the Cybergame network. For vCenter, TCP ports 

9084, 8084 and 9087 and for hosts TCP 9084 were opened and the problem was 
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resolved (VMware 2017n). During the installation phase, the wizard utility auto-

matically downloaded the newest update files and registered the update manager 

plugin to vSphere Web Client. 

 

With the installation of VUM, some default baselines were included for simple up-

date manager configurations. For updating hosts, critical and non-critical host up-

grade baselines were to be attached to the cluster object created in chapter 

6.3.4. The baselines were attached by navigating to the cluster’s Manage-tab > 

Update manager -subtab and selecting Attach baselines. After attaching the 

baselines, Scan for updates -button was clicked in the same tab. Refer to figure 

15 for an example of attaching baselines to hosts. 

 

 

Figure 15. Attaching baselines to clustered hosts 

 

After the newest updates were queried from the VUM server, the update process 

was to be tested by updating a single host. All the hosts were not updated in par-

allel at this point of time, because there was no high availability support or vSAN 

yet implemented to the environment. This prevented moving the powered-on 

VMs, like the vCenter appliance, between hosts in the cluster. The vCenter appli-

ance must stay powered on and available during the updates, so updating all 

hosts at once could not be tested at this phase of implementation. 
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Still in the same tab, Remediate -button was clicked to run the remediation wiz-

ard. Both attached baselines, host 4 and all offered patches were selected. Up-

date was scheduled to run immediately and other remediation options were left 

untouched. After clicking Finish, the selected host was updated with the latest 

patches and rebooted as expected. This procedure could be used at a later point 

to update other hosts in parallel by selecting all the hosts at once and configuring 

other possible remediation options. Refer to figure 16 for a summary of remedia-

tion events. 

 

 

Figure 16. Summary of remediation wizard utility 

 

Before proceeding with the implementation, an automatic VUM schedule was en-

abled in the vSphere Web Client. The scheduling settings could be accessed by 

navigating to Update Manager > The VUM server object > Manage-tab > Set-

tings-subtab and selecting either Download Schedule or Notification Check 

Schedule. By clicking Edit, a schedule was set in both download- and notification 

checks so the newest data would be retrieved from the Internet daily and the 

hosts would query the VUM server hourly. The schedule was confirmed to be fir-

ing as intended by looking at the vCenter’s task monitor later. 
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6.4 Networking 

As all the hosts share the same physical NICs and high availability was one of 

the goals in the environment, it made sense to utilize the vSphere Distributed 

Switch architecture. The vDS would be used for VM traffic, vSAN traffic, handling 

network failovers and traffic restriction through PVLANs. All networking apart 

from host management traffic would utilize the vDS. 

 

Host management connections utilize host-specific VMware Standard Switches, 

which are set up by default at the time of installing ESXi to the hosts. Before im-

plementing any networking with vDS, all traffic through the management VMker-

nel virtual adapter (vmk0 by default) was restricted to management traffic only. 

This was done in vSphere Web Client by navigating to a host > Manage-tab > 

Networking-subtab > VMkernel adapters > vmk0 > Edit and unchecking all check-

boxes except Management traffic. 

 

6.4.1 Implementing vDS 

The implementation of vDS began with creating a vDS in the inventory. The vDS 

was created by navigating to the datacenter object, right-clicking it and selecting 

New distributed switch. The vDS was created with version 6.0.0 as there are only 

ESXi 6 hosts in the environment. The vDS was also given a name (Cybergame) 

and 2 uplinks, as there are 2 NICs for vDS enabled networking available per host. 

Other settings were left untouched. 

 

After the vDS was created, the uplink group and the uplinks were named for iden-

tification purposes. The uplinks were renamed by right-clicking the vDS object > 

Edit settings > Edit uplink names. After renaming the uplinks, the uplink group 

was renamed by right-clicking the uplink group object in the inventory and select-

ing Rename. The uplink group was renamed “10G Uplinks” and the uplinks were 

named “Primary (1)” and “Secondary (2)”, where physical nic0 is 1 and nic1 is 2. 

 

Next, the hosts’ physical adapters were to be assigned to the uplink group in the 

vDS. The process began with navigating to the vDS object, right-clicking it and 
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selecting Add and Manage Hosts. First, Add hosts was chosen and all four hosts 

were selected to be added. As there was no need to reassign VMkernel adapters 

or VM networks, only Manage physical adapters was chosen at this point. In the 

next screen the hosts’ physical adapters could be assigned to desired uplinks in 

the vDS. On all hosts, both NICs were assigned to the uplinks by selecting a NIC, 

clicking Assign uplink and selecting the uplink. After all the NICs were assigned, 

the task was finished by proceeding to the end of the management task and click-

ing Finish. Refer to figure 17 for an example of assigned NICs. 

 

 

Figure 17. An example of host NICs assigned to uplinks 

 

6.4.2 Implementing vDS port groups 

Before any VM networking could be done via vDS, port groups needed to be cre-

ated. For each VLAN used, a port group was to be configured. The process of 

creating a port group was the same for all VLANs apart from different traffic poli-

cies in the “vSAN”-port group. 

 

The task for creating port groups was started by navigating to the vDS object, 

right-clicking it and selecting Distributed port group > New.  First, the port group 

was given a name according to which VLAN was being created. Next, the VLAN 

type was set as VLAN and the VLAN number was specified. Customize default 
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policies configuration -checkbox was selected to enable uplink customization 

while creating the port group. Port settings were left untouched, as by default the 

amount of virtual ports will scale up automatically if needed. Refer to figure 18 for 

these settings. 

 

 

Figure 18. General port group settings 

 

In the policy configuration phase, all sections apart from the Teaming and Failo-

ver -section were left untouched. In the Teaming and Failover -section, uplink fail-

over behavior could be customized specific to the port group in question. Failover 

behavior was configured in port group options mainly for two reasons. First, as 

explicit uplink selection per VLAN was desired, configuring the uplink priority per 

port group is required. Second, configuration through vDS-related options 

streamlines configuration operations, as it can in some cases eliminate the need 

to configure other devices like switches if changes are needed. 

 

All VLANs apart from “vSAN” were configured to explicitly use the “Primary” 

(nic0) uplink in normal conditions. In case of link failure, “Secondary” (nic1) uplink 

would activate automatically and return to normal when the link is restored. This 

behavior was achieved by selecting Use explicit failover order as the load balanc-

ing mode, and assigning uplinks to active and standby groups as described. 

Other settings were left untouched. For the “vSAN” port group, the uplink order 

was reversed to separate VM traffic from vSAN traffic. This policy was created to 
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potentially increase operation speed for critical services. After configuring the fail-

over-related changes, the task was proceeded to the last page and saved by 

clicking Finish. Refer to figure 19 for an example policy setup and figure 20 for an 

example of port group topology. 

 

 

Figure 19. Port group policy setup for most VLANs 

 

 

Figure 20. An example of the topology view of some port groups with uplinks visible 

 

The functionality of the port groups was tested on a basic level by using a test 

VM with network connectivity. For every port group, an IP address from the VLAN 
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in question was assigned for the VM and the virtual network adapter was con-

nected to the specific port group. Then, a ping request (ICMP) was sent to the 

VLAN’s gateway from the VM. As the request was successful, the port group was 

deemed working. 

 

6.4.3 Private VLANs 

During the first attempt of implementing Private VLANs, it was quickly discovered 

that the VLANs could not be mapped to PVLANs. This was because all the 

VLANs were already assigned to existing port groups previously, which pre-

vented any PVLAN mappings. Because of this, the port groups created previ-

ously had to be removed altogether. The PVLANs could then be configured cor-

rectly. 

 

Before creating any PVLAN mappings in the vDS, the PVLANs needed to be con-

figured into the Cisco ASA firewalls and the data center switches in the Cyber-

game environment. Compatibility for the PVLANs in the firewalls was achieved by 

adding a secondary VLAN entry into the already existing VLAN interfaces in the 

firewall configuration. The secondary VLAN ID used for each VLAN was the cor-

responding isolated PVLAN ID. The configuration line added to all VLAN inter-

faces was vlan 21XX secondary 22XX, where 21XX was the primary VLAN, and 

22XX the isolated PVLAN. 

 

For PVLAN compatibility in the data center switches, the existing VLAN entries 

needed to be linked with new PVLAN entries. For existing VLAN entries, the fol-

lowing lines were added to the configuration: 

 private-vlan primary 

 private-vlan association 22XX 

New entries to match the link were created with the following configuration: 

 vlan 22XX 

 name “(VLAN name)-Isolated” 

 private-vlan isolated 
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The configuration for PVLANs could be found by navigating to the vDS object > 

Manage-tab > Private VLAN > Edit. For each VLAN, a primary entry was created 

with its VLAN number. Creating a primary entry automatically created a promis-

cuous entry with the same VLAN number as the primary entry. In addition, an iso-

lated PVLAN entry was manually created under the primary entry according to 

the VLAN design seen in chapter 2.1.3. Refer to figure 21 for the PVLAN setup. 

 

 

Figure 21. PVLAN configuration window 

 

After the PVLANs were mapped properly, the vDS port groups were to be created 

once more. A port group can only have one type of VLAN access active, so in-

stead of one port group per VLAN, two port groups per VLAN were created. The 

port groups were created in the same manner as seen in chapter 6.4.2, apart 

from the VLAN type selection. Private VLAN was selected as the type instead, 

and the correct PVLAN mapping was selected as the ID. The new port groups 

were named (VLAN name)-Promiscuous and (VLAN name)-Isolated according to 

which PVLAN was used. 
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Basic testing of the implementation was done with two VM test hosts by sending 

a ping request (ICMP) first to the VLANs gateway address and then to the other 

host in the same VLAN. If the hosts were in promiscuous PVLAN, all requests 

should have succeeded. If the hosts were in isolated PVLAN, the gateway re-

quest should have succeeded and the request to the other hosts should have 

failed. The tests succeeded without problems. 

 

6.5 vSphere Virtual SAN 

Network connectivity was confirmed working, so vSAN was to be implemented 

next. At the start of implementing vSAN, an evaluation license was used for a 

short while. The license was used because the actual license key was not yet ac-

quired at the time of the implementation. When the license key was later ac-

quired, it was added to the system in the same manner as described in chapter 

6.3.5. Switching from evaluation license to the actual license did not cause any 

interruptions to the system. 

 

6.5.1 Prerequisites 

Before enabling any vSAN related functions, the flash disks of all hosts were to 

be marked as flash disks to enable using the disks as cache in the vSAN disk 

groups. By default, all the disks were marked as hard disks. Changing the type of 

flash disks to flash was done in vSphere Web Client by navigating to a host > 

Manage-tab > Storage-subtab > Storage devices, then selecting all the flash 

disks and clicking the F-button above the list of disks. This procedure was re-

peated for all hosts until all the flash disks were of correct type. Refer to figure 22 

for an example of the storage devices after the changes. 
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Figure 22. Example of storage devices after marking flash disks. F-button is shown as HDD-but-
ton. 

 

To work, vSAN needed another VMkernel adapter in addition to the default man-

agement adapter. In addition to vSAN traffic, the same adapter would be handling 

vMotion and high availability as well. The adapter was created by navigating to a 

host > Manage-tab > Networking-subtab > VMkernel adapters > Add host net-

working. For connection type, VMkernel network adapter was selected. For target 

device, the “vSAN” -port group created in chapter 6.4.2 was selected. By using 

the “vSAN” -port group as the target, the secondary uplink would automatically be 

utilized for traffic flowing through this VMkernel adapter. In the Port properties -

screen vSAN, vMotion, provisioning and fault tolerance were selected as enabled 

services. With this policy, all the storage related traffic would use this VMkernel 

adapter. Finally, the VMkernel adapter was given an IP address according to the 

network design seen in chapter 2.1.3. The newly created adapter was automati-

cally given the device ID “vmk1”. 

 

6.5.2 Configuration 

With these changes, vSAN could now be enabled in the cluster. The vSAN con-

figuration wizard utility was initiated by navigating to the cluster object > Manage-

tab > Virtual SAN – General > Configure. Disk claiming was set to manual to en-

sure adding the disks in a correct manner. Deduplication and Compression was 

disabled, as it is only supported in flash-only disk groups. Create fault domains 
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was also selected to allow for fault domain configuration. In the Network valida-

tion -window, all hosts were confirmed to have a correctly configured “vmk1”-

adapter. Next, the disks were to be claimed for use by vSAN. The wizard listed all 

available disks and they were manually marked for use in either cache- or capac-

ity tier. The flash disks were marked as cache and hard disks as capacity. The 

disks were selected in the list view, then marked by clicking the Flash-button for 

cache tier or the Disk-button for capacity tier. Refer to figure 23 for the list of 

disks after claiming. 

 

 

Figure 23. Disks claimed for vSAN 

 

The fault domains for vSAN were created so a single host was in its own fault do-

main. The fault domains were created by clicking the Add-button and named “FD-

ESXn” where n is the identification number of the host (1-4). After creating the 

fault domains, the hosts were assigned into their respective fault domains. The 

result can be seen in figure 24. The configuration wizard was then completed by 

clicking Finish in the summary window. Refer to figure 25 for the resulting vSAN 

disk groups. 
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Figure 24. Assigned fault domains 

 

 

Figure 25. vSAN disk groups 

 

Later, it was discovered that according to VMware’s best practices documenta-

tion fault domains with only single hosts are not required. Instead, single hosts 

without fault domains are handled in the same manner as with a setup of one 
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host per fault domain. (VMware 2017m.) The existing setup was left as is, be-

cause both solutions have the same result and therefore should not cause prob-

lems either way. 

 

After the configuration wizard utility was finished, the vSAN was ready for use. A 

new datastore with the name “vsanDatastore” was created automatically. A de-

fault storage policy was also automatically enabled in the datastore. The default 

storage policy was deemed suitable for the environment, so no policy adjust-

ments were made. With the policy, one host failure is tolerated (one VM replica is 

created) and the disk space reserved by VMs is claimed only after it is really 

used. Refer to figure 26 for details of the datastore and the policy. 

 

 

Figure 26. Summary of the storage policy and the vSAN datastore 

 

6.5.3 Testing & monitoring 

There are multiple methods of monitoring vSAN performance and health. For 

background monitoring, the vSAN performance monitor was enabled by navi-

gating to the cluster object > Manage-tab > Settings-subtab > Virtual SAN – 

Health and Performance and clicking Turn on in the performance service set-

tings. Some performance statistics were now being collected in the background 

and could be observed by navigating to the cluster’s Monitor-tab > Performance-
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subtab and selecting either of the vSAN related monitor views. Refer to figure 27 

for an example of statistic graphs. 

 

 

Figure 27. An example of graphs available in vSAN performance monitoring 

 

Still inside the cluster’s Monitor-tab, the Virtual SAN-subtab offered more health 

and monitoring related tools. By selecting Health, an overview all health-related 

tests could be observed. No warnings or failures were found, apart from an out-

dated hardware compatibility list warning. 

 

By selecting Proactive tests, a VM creation test, multicast performance test or 

storage performance tests could be done. The VM creation test was used for 

testing the actual vSAN storage functionality itself, which would indicate whether 

the system could be used with actual VMs. When the creation test was ran, a test 

VM was automatically created and then deleted on all hosts. As there were no 

problems, the test passed and the vSAN datastore was deemed working. 
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There were multiple test scenarios available for storage performance testing. At 

this phase, a low workload stress test was carried out to get a general figure of 

performance. The test was ran for 15 minutes on all hosts. Refer to figure 28 for 

the output. 

 

Host IOPS Through-

put (MB/s) 

Avg latency 

(ms) 

Max latency 

(ms) 

ESX1 4253 16.61 0.23 19.43 

ESX2 4497 17.57 0.22 10.88 

ESX3 3036 11.86 0.33 18.36 

ESX4 4211 16.45 0.23 17.91 

Figure 28. Output for a low stress test in the vSAN 

 

The multicast performance test was the only test causing problems. The test was 

done multiple times, but it never passed properly. The test results were reporting 

lower received bandwidth than expected, but despite this, no actual problems 

could be observed in the system. 

 

6.6 Additional cluster configuration 

As the vSAN datastore was working as intended, additional cluster features were 

to be implemented. The features could have been enabled earlier on as well, but 

were postponed as it could have caused unnecessary complexities before the 

vSAN datastore was usable. For example, high availability could not have mi-

grated the VMs without a datastore shared with all the hosts. High availability, 

distributed resource scheduler and enhanced vMotion compatibility were to be 

enabled in the cluster. 

 

First, vSphere HA was enabled in the cluster’s settings by navigating to vSphere 

HA > Edit and checking the Turn on vSphere HA checkbox. In addition, some ad-

justments were made to the default HA configuration. Host monitoring and Pro-

tect against Storage Connectivity Loss were enabled to ensure HA in case of 

host-, network- or vSAN failure. Host isolation response was set to Shut down 

and restart VMs to prevent more than one instance of a VM from running at the 
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same time in case of failure. VM monitoring sensitivity was set to high to ensure 

fast response to failure. In Admission control, failover capacity was set to one 

host to ensure there are enough free resources to failover all VMs in the cluster. 

Other settings were left untouched. The HA functionality was tested later in a fail-

over test documented in chapter 6.7. 

 

Implementing vSphere DRS did not require any additional configuration apart 

from enabling the feature itself. DRS was enabled in the cluster’s settings by nav-

igating to vSphere DRS > Edit > and checking the Turn on vSphere DRS check-

box. By default, DRS Automation was set to Fully automated, which was the de-

sired operational mode. With this configuration, DRS would automatically do load 

balancing if there are good improvements available by doing so. Monitoring DRS 

actions can be done by navigating to the cluster’s Monitor-tab > vSphere DRS 

and selecting any of the sidebar items. Refer to figure 29 for examples of CPU 

and memory balance. 

 

 

Figure 29. Examples of CPU and memory utilization automatically balanced by DRS. 

 

Finally, EVC was enabled in the cluster’s settings by navigating to VMware EVC 

> Edit and selecting Enable EVC for Intel hosts. For EVC mode, Intel Ivy Bridge 
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generation was selected. With EVC enabled, compatibility between hosts is en-

forced when using vMotion migration. With the current hosts having an identical 

physical configuration, EVC was enabled just in case for future changes. To con-

firm vMotion was working properly with EVC enabled, a powered-on test VM was 

migrated from a host to another. While migrating, the VM was sending a ping re-

quest to its gateway address every second. The migration took approximately 28 

seconds, the VM lost no ping packets in the process and was migrated success-

fully to another host. 

 

6.7 Failover test 

When the environment had the functionality needed for production use (vSAN, re-

dundant vDS networking), the ability to recover from failures was tested. Hypo-

thetically, the environment should continue operating normally even if one host 

goes down. The testing was carried out in four different scenarios: 

1. Primary uplink (nic0) fails 
2. Secondary uplink (nic1) fails 
3. Both uplinks fail simultaneously 
4. Both uplinks and management link fail (simulated host failure) 

 

The link failures were simulated by shutting down the corresponding port in the 

switch they were connected to, causing instantaneous connectivity loss. A VM in 

production was also used for measuring availability loss to a service in case of 

failover. The VM in question was a syslog server with a web interface. During the 

tests, continuous ping requests (ICMP) were being sent to the VM’s IP address in 

one second intervals. The web interface was accessed manually multiple times 

before, during and after the failover. 

 

When the primary uplink failed during the first test, the traffic was instantaneously 

routed through the secondary uplink instead. There was no packet loss observed 

and the VMs web interface could be reached normally. An alarm event for uplink 

redundancy loss was raised by vCenter and the failed link was visible in the to-

pology monitor. When the connectivity was restored to its original state, brief 

downtime was observed. One ping request was lost, and the web interface was 
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unavailable for approximately 6 seconds, so the effect on availability was negligi-

ble. Refer to figure 30 for warnings by vCenter. 

 

 

Figure 30. Failed link visible on vDS topology with alert for redundancy loss  

 

The second test produced no observable downtime whatsoever. No packet loss 

was observed and the VM’s web interface remained available. The same alarm 

as with the first test for uplink redundancy loss was raised by vCenter. Restoring 

connectivity had no observable effects either. 

 

The last two tests had the most impact on the system. In the third test, for the VM 

to become usable again, the failover took approximately a minute and 48 sec-

onds. When returning to the original state after regaining connectivity, the VM 

was down for approximately one minute. For more detailed log of events during 

the failover, refer to figure 31. Other effects, such as alarms can be seen in fig-

ures 32 and 33. The fourth test produced the same results as the third, apart from 

failover taking approximately 7 seconds longer. 

 

Time Event 

0:00 Both uplinks fail 

0:08 HA availability state changed to unreachable 

0:09 Host 4 notifies some nodes in vSAN are not reachable anymore 

0:13 HA detects a possible host failure, HA availability state changed to host 

failed 

0:15 Hosts 1 and 3 notifies some nodes in vSAN are not reachable anymore 
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1:13 HA initiates a failover action on the VM (shutdown and restart VMs) 

1:24 HA failover migration completes 

1:33 The VM is restarted by HA failover action 

1:48 The VM responds to ping requests and the web interface is reachable (failo-

ver completed) 

 

Figure 31. Log of events during failover test 3, starting from simulated link failure on host 2 

 

 

Figure 32. Alarms as seen on the host with failed uplinks 

 

 

Figure 33. vSAN capacity reduced during connectivity loss (normally ~28 TB) 

 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

Overall, the thesis work provided new information and improved upon old 

knowledge regarding the covered topics. As vSphere products were a core part 

of the implementation, they became quite familiar in the process. Software-de-

fined everything is a popular subject already, so any knowledge of software-de-
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fined data centers will most likely prove valuable in the future. In addition, the im-

portance of good documentation became clear when producing the report of this 

thesis. All implemented features were tested at least to some extent, but some of 

the tests could have been covered more thoroughly. 

 

Implementing the virtualization platform has answered all desired needs regard-

ing virtualization with the Cybergame project. Comparing the state of the new and 

the obsolete installation, the new is more feature-rich than the previous one. The 

new environment improves on the previous by adding features such as better fail-

over capabilities and PVLANs. Implementation of features like these could benefit 

any virtualized data center installation. 

 

The goals of the thesis were successfully met in the given timeframe. The virtual-

ization environment with all the desired features was implemented and is already 

in production use as a part of the Cybergame infrastructure. Problems encoun-

tered during the implementation were minor and most of them were resolved. 

Some non-critical issues remain in the system, but they should not affect day-to-

day operation. 

 

As there are still minor issues present, the issues could be carried over to future 

project ideas. For example, the VUM service on the Windows Server VM stops 

responding to vCenter randomly from time to time, for which a fix could not be 

found. The issue could be worked around by restarting the service manually. An 

improved way of updating the vCenter appliance inside the Cybergame network 

could be researched. vSAN performance could potentially be increased by tuning 

the storage policy, research if it is possible in practice. Finally, more thorough 

benchmarking or testing of some aspects of the environment such as vSAN per-

formance. 
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